Prandtl, in treating the rolled up separation surface for a flow around corner ( Fig.  1 (a) where we denote by XJ{t) the velocity at r -I for the first case, and at infinity for the second case, by a the acceleration at the same point; t is the time, and the subscript 0 indicates the initial condition. It can readily be shown that this law of motion is in fact at once general and unique. The law is general in the sense that it applies to any body shape with well defined separation points, provided there exists a solution. The law is unique because no other fluid motion except this one will produce such a preserved flow pattern.
To prove these statements, let us observe that a satisfactory non-stationary velocity potential $ must be of the form $>(x, y, t) = U{t)<t>(x, y) (1) in order that the flow pattern may not alter with time. This leads directly to the following expression for the pressure:
i dU , 1 jrri The only boundary condition that involves U, and hence t, is (tit). Since determination of <j> cannot depend on t, (iii) must be reducible to a product form, i.e.
But this is evidently the case when and only when U satisfies the following differential equation^
by virtue of (2).
Integration of (5) leads immediately to the desired law of fluid motion:
where U0 is the initial velocity at r = I for Prandtl flow, and at infinity for Karman flow. Introducing the initial acceleration at corresponding points a0 , we see that (6) further reduces to (7) which result has been plotted in Fig. 2 .
It may be observed that a0 is uniquely determined in terms of U0 and a reference length I (where 4>(l) = 1 in Prandtl flow, and is the plate width in Karman flow) by certain kinematic considerations. Indeed, for the case of Karman's plate flow, the condition that the wake must form a closed region leads to the following value for initial acceleration at infinity a0 = 0.298
Whereas for the case of Prandtl's corner flow the condition that the rolled up vortex sheet must coincide with the stream surface leads to the following result
From Fig. 2 it may be noticed that although it is entirely possible to produce a preserved pattern of finite separation both by an accelerated and a decelerated flow field, yet to maintain such a flow pattern indefinitely, an accelerated field is never adequate; the flow then must be a retarded one.
This analysis definitely rules out the possibility of preserving a finite wake in a stationary flow field, or in any flow field that does not exactly follow the law of motion (7).
This note discusses the incompressible boundary layer on the surface of a quarter infinite flat plate in the absence of a pressure gradient, generalizing the classical two dimensional Blasius solution [1] and Sears' extension to an arbitrarily yawed plate [2] . It shows that the flow retains free stream direction and Blasius profile at all points of the plate, and that the projection of the constant velocity surfaces on planes parallel
